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Why Tampa?
We have the Right Partners & Resources

INNOVATION

OBJECTIVITY

OPPORTUNITY
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Presentation Notes
Presenter: JoeComment from Ben: Support System – Engaged Board, Consultant Support in HNTB and BAH



Innovation History of Innovated Solutions for Complex 
Transportation Problems…

SELMON EXPRESSWAY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JoeFor a testing environment we offer ….our expressway systemThis picture shows the Selmon Expressway lower lanes and our elevated Reversible Express Lanes (REL). The highway with in a highway. The REL was built to accommodate peak hour volumes in the corridor. We can close all, or portions of the 10-mile REL for exclusive use by Automated Vehicles and Connected Vehicle systems. Outside of peak-hour operations such closures have little or no impact on our customers. 



Objectivity
Partnerships with City of Tampa TMC, FDOT-D7 Traffic 
Operations and CUTR provide framework for 
meaningful evaluation…

CITY OF TAMPA – TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT CENTER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JoeAdding to the connectivity potential is the existing collaborative relationship we have with the City of Tampa Traffic Management Center. They occupy the 2nd floor of our office building. The City’s TMC controls all traffic signals in the City core and aids our agency in the operation of the REL.  All the parts of an urban transportation environment are here in one neat package. Our focus is on technology we can apply now.We want our customers to see a benefit now.  To make this real for our customers it needs to be practical.We need to identify the baseline condition and how we can measure the changes the technology provides. If successful, we want it to be repeatable. Something we can grow as a cost effective evolution to broader benefit.  



Opportunities
The Lee Roy Selmon Expressway provides access to the 
center of Tampa and opportunities to forward 
technology as new development occurs…

MERIDIAN AVENUE AND CHANNEL DISTRICT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JoeAt each end of the REL, THEA owns and operates urban arterial roadways.   These facilities offer an opportunity to develop Vehicle to Infrastructure communication concepts.This environment is managed by signalized intersections as a component of an urban system that deals with congestion, transit service, and pedestrian/bike safety concerns. 



CONNECTED VEHICLE PILOT DEPLOYMENT – DOWNTOWN TAMPA
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Connected Vehicle Pilot Deployment – Downtown Tampa



But How Does It Make Our Lives Better?

TAMPA! A Bold Vision

Safer. Smarter. 
Greener.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JoeTHEA’s CV Pilot Program is designed to make transportation safer, smarter and greener. Safer: Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication technology will transform our driving experience. How? According to the National Highway Safety Administration, 94 percent of fatal car accidents in Florida were caused by driver error.  Drivers fail to recognize pre-crash conditions, like sudden braking, or reacted inappropriately to the situation. CV technology can helps drivers recognize pre-crash events more quickly and respond to them more effectively.Smarter: V2V and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) technology can give real-time warnings to pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers via Smartphones and Smart car apps. Warnings about potential hazards. Unfortunately, the CDC ranks Tampa Bay as one of most dangerous places for pedestrians and bicyclists. Between 2003 and 2012, 874 pedestrians were killed in Florida. With CV technology, we can place sensors in the road’s crosswalks, so not only can your vehicle warn you about the pedestrian, the pedestrian can be warned, via their smartphone, that a car is approaching. Greener: V2I technology will be used to monitor traffic conditions and then transmit that information to drivers and signal systems. Imagine your car being able to offer recommended speeds and alternative routes to reduce congestion and save you gas. Also envision your car being able to communicate with traffic lights so that instead of stopping at every intersection, you could instead see green lights for blocks at a time, thereby improving traffic flow and reducing carbon emissions. 



MOBILITY
TSP

V2V SAFETY
Vehicle Turning in Front of Bus

CV APPLICATIONS USE CASE/NEED LOCATION

V2I SAFETY
Curve Speed Warning

V2V SAFETY
EEBL and FCW

V2I SAFETY
Pedestrian in Signalized X-walk

V2I SAFETY
Mobile Accessible Pedestrian 

Signal PED-SIG

V2I SAFETY
IMA

MOBILITY
I-Sig

AGENCY DATA
Probe Enabled Traffic Monitoring

MORNING BACKUPS

PEDESTRIAN CONFLICTS
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

WRONG WAY ENTRIES

TRAFFIC PROGRESSION

BRT OPTIMIZATION
TRIP TIMES

SAFETY

STREETCAR/AUTO/PED/
BIKE CONFLICTS

REL at Twiggs Street

Twiggs Street - Courthouse

REL at Twiggs Street

Meridian Avenue

MacDill AFB

BRT-REL to Marion Street

Channelside

PILOT DEPLOYMENT TRANSPORTATION ISSUES AND APPLICATION RELATIONSHIP



SAFER. SMARTER. GREENER. 
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Presentation Notes
Safer - Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication technology will transform our driving experience. How? Imagine you are about to enter an intersection and you have a green light and the right away. Suddenly, your car cautions you because there is another car that is transmitting data about its speed (via the V2V communication), and it's about to run a red light. You stop and watch the car go flying by, accident prevented! Now imagine you are on the highway driving at a high rate of speed and a vehicle on the road a short way ahead of you slams on its brakes and subsequently is then rear-ended. Your vehicle will have the ability to alert you immediately — well before you see the brake lights, thereby avoiding a pileup.  






SAFER. SMARTER. GREENER. 
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	USE/NEED						SAFER? SMARTER? GREENER?1	Reduce Morning Back Ups					SMARTER2	Improve Pedestrian Safety					SAFER3	Reduce Wrong Way Entry Incidents				SAFER4	Improve Traffic Progression				SMARTER & GREENER5	Improve Bus Transit Safety and Trip Times			SMARTER & GREENER6	Reduce Incidents of Pedestrian or Vehicle Turning Right in Front of Transit Bus	SAFER



SAFER & SMARTER
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Smarter – Both V2V and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication technology can give real-time warnings to pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers via Smartphones and Smart car apps. Warnings about potential hazards, like when an emergency vehicle is approaching, and when it’s safe to cross the street or safe to change lanes. Unfortunately,  the CDC ranks Tampa Bay as one of most dangerous places for pedestrians and bicyclists. Between 2003 and 2012,  874 pedestrians were killed in Florida. Have you ever been driving and had a pedestrian or a bicyclist move right out in front of your car? Maybe they were a distracted walker (- walking with their  head down or looking at their phone) or maybe you were a distracted driver? Regardless of fault, these kind of scenarios can translate into death or injury.  With CV technology we can place sensors in the road’s crosswalks, so not only can your vehicle warn you about the pedestrian, the pedestrian can be warned that a car is approaching via their Smartphone. CV technology is safer and smarter. 
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Midblock of Twiggs Street at Hillsborough County Courthouse

PERESTRIAN SAFETY
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Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk Warning V2I SafetyMobile Accessible Pedestrian Signal (PED I-SIG)V2I SafetyIntelligent Traffic Signal System (I-SIG) Mobility



SMARTER & GREENER 
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Presentation Notes
Safer - Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication technology will transform our driving experience. How? Imagine you are about to enter an intersection and you have a green light and the right away. Suddenly, your car cautions you because there is another car that is transmitting data about its speed (via the V2V communication), and it's about to run a red light. You stop and watch the car go flying by, accident prevented! Now imagine you are on the highway driving at a high rate of speed and a vehicle on the road a short way ahead of you slams on its brakes and subsequently is then rear-ended. Your vehicle will have the ability to alert you immediately — well before you see the brake lights, thereby avoiding a pileup.  



ISSUES

- Probe Enabled Traffic Monitoring
• Agency Data

- Intelligent Traffic Signal System (I-SIG)
• Mobility

SOLUTIONS

ENHANCED SIGNAL COORDINATION AND TRAFFIC PROGRESSION

Along Twiggs Street 
from Selmon to 
Marion Street

Along Meridian 
Avenue from REL to 
Channelside Drive
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Greener – V2I technology will mean THEA could install sensors along roads to monitor traffic conditions along with dedicated short-range communications to transmit information to drivers. Imagine your car being able to offer recommended speeds and alternative routes to reduce congestion and save you gas. Also envision, your car being able to communicate with traffic lights so instead of stopping at every intersection you can get green lights for blocks at a time, thereby, improving traffic flow and reducing carbon emissions. Morning Peak Queuing and CongestionSpecial Events Queuing and CongestionMacDill Air Force Base Controlled Access Points



Express Route through Downtown City Streets to Marion Street Transit Station

BRT/TRANSIT SIGNAL PRIORITY, OPTIMIZATION AND SAFETY
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Ask the question: How many people here have been annoyed by the timing of the signal lights in Downtown Tampa? Explain solution and how this will lower emission Poor Signal Timing ProgressionPassenger Vehicles Blocking Access� to StopsIntelligent Traffic Signal System (I-SIG) MobilityTransit Signal Priority (TSP)Mobility



SAFER. SMARTER. GREENER. 
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Presentation Notes
Wrap it up…drilling home how CV is better for their lives. Also stress, how it will  Tampa to the leadership role in Transportation innovation....



Bob Frey, Planning Director

bob@tampa-xway.com

TAMPA - A Bold Vision

Questions?
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Closing Remarks & QA
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